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The paper proposes a novel methodology to analyze and measure the impact of line tripping on grid vul-
nerability which may lead to cascade failure in smart power transmission system. The key contributions
are analysis of current flow path and identification of critical line from normal to perturbed grid with the
knowledge of grid topology. To achieve this two performance indices i.e. power flow index and vulnera-
bility index have been defined on the bases of geometry of current flow path. A power flow index is
defined to analyze impact of topological changes on current flow path and identify underloaded and over-
loaded lines. Probability of the critical line and the location of vulnerability center are identified by the
vulnerability index. Analytically defined performance indices are applied analyzed and validate using
the benchmark IEEE 30 bus power system. The critical line identified by proposed indices is also verified
with the probabilistic framework. The proposed methodology allows to focus attention on the power grid
vulnerable areas and can help the control system operator to investigate the changes in power flow on
transmission lines and initiate the necessary corrective action. The methodology proposed in this paper
can be used in security assessment and centralized monitoring of power flow in future smart grid wide
area monitoring protection and control system.

� 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Power system is a complex interconnected network. It is an
integration of green energy and communication technology with
power system that has made the grid smart. At the same time,
growth in generation and demand without network expansion fur-
ther increases the complexity of power network and creates vari-
ous security issues. It may disturb security margin and create
unplanned line outage that may lead to cascade failure. Cascade
failure due to line loading in power transmission system is one
of the prime issues [1–3]. Cascade modelling using time dependent
phenomena in [4], showed that sympathetic tripping and weather
conditions have the most significant impact on the load interrup-
tion costs and it depends on the operating scenarios under
consideration.

In literature, researchers have applied considerable efforts in
analysis and understanding of cascade failures in power networks.
Among such efforts, deterministic, probabilistic and topological
models have been used widely. In the deterministic (N-1) security
model, (N-1) checking and contingency ranking methods [5–7] are
used commonly to carry out the overloaded line or bus for succes-
sive line tripping. Power grid is a huge and complicated intercon-
nected network where tracing of any uncertainty by checking
each and every line is a very tedious task. Probabilistic and topo-
logical models to power flow analysis is computationally less com-
plex compared to deterministic model. These models replace
detailed analysis of the power system equations and provides addi-
tional insights such as higher order moments in probabilistic
approach [8,9] and spectral analysis of current flow path in the
topological approach [10–13] which allows to focus attention on
the power grid vulnerable areas. Analysis and prediction of grid
vulnerable area is now becoming more feasible with the advance-
ment in WAMS, [14,15] such as online, GPS time tag PMU data.
Availability of online PMU data fromWAMS helped in making sim-
ulation based modelling to data centric modelling.

Disturbances in power transmission system increase with
increase in complexity such as integration of green energy in smart
power system. To reduce computational complexity and increase
the security of smart power transmission system, two performance
index based on grid geometry has been proposed in this paper. It
captures the geometry of load flow path, analyze and measure
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the effect of topological changes on load flow path and identify the
critical line in the perturbed grid. With the use of proposed
methodology, an operator at the central monitoring system can
visualize the effect of line tripping on vulnerability in transmission
system and can identify where the bottleneck lies in the network,
thereby taking the corrective action well in advance. Early predic-
tion of critical link may prevent the onset of blackouts by initiating
remedial action such as load shedding, load balancing or controlled
islanding [16–18] before it affects the entire power network.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 explains
the topology of power network. Geometry of current flow path has
been introduced in Section 3 along with the concept of auxiliary
grid. Section 4 presents the proposed methodology and formula-
tion of PFI and VI metrics. Section 5 presents a case study to vali-
date the proposed methodology using the benchmark IEEE 30
bus system. Some open research issues are discussed in Section 6
along with conclusions.
2. Topology of power network

A model of a transmission line of power network is shown in
Fig. 1. Where, jVij; jVjj is respective voltage magnitude at bus i
and j. pi and pj are injected active power, Zij is an impedance of
the transmission line connecting to bus i and j. di and dj are voltage
phase angle at bus i and j respectively. For DC power flow the volt-
age magnitude at all buses is maintained at 1 per unit (pu). Further,
as the system synchronization is always maintained under normal
operating conditions the angular difference between two neigh-
boring nodes is very small. Hence, active power on transmission
line expressed as

pij ¼
ðdi � djÞ

Zij
ð1Þ

Power flow on transmission lines is varying as per supply and
demand with time. A slight change in grid parameters will change
power flow on transmission line. Hence traditional contingency
analysis using AC or DC load flow equations [19] is a complex
and tedious task. This issue can be handled by the topological
framework of power grid wherein load flow can be analyzed on
the bases of changes in physical topology between buses and trans-
mission lines.

Physical topology of a power grid maps a complex power net-
work in a graph G by converting generators and substations as a
node and transmission lines and transformers as a link with line
impedance as a path length. This physical topology gives undi-
rected and sparsely connected graph G and is represented by (2).

G ¼ ðV ; E; ZÞ ð2Þ
where V is a set of nodes or vertices (buses), V ¼ ðv1; v2; . . . ;vNÞ and
E is a set of edges (transmission lines) E ¼ ðe1; e2; . . . ; eMÞ of G. The
weight of the corresponding line i.e. Zij, is the line impedance
between nodes v i and v j.

A spectral graph theory inter connectivity between nodes and
links and can be described by the graph Laplacian (LG) matrix
[20]. Consider the weighted adjacency matrix (Aij) of size N � N
symmetric matrix, where N is the total number of vertices and ij
Fig. 1. Power grid transmission line model.
is the ith row and jth column of elements ði ¼ j ¼ 1; . . . ;NÞ of the
matrix. The Aij in (3) represents physical topology of a network
which defines adjacent vertex connectivity in a graph. For an undi-
rected graph,

Aij ¼ Aji ¼ Zij
for; v iv j 2 V

otherwise; 0

�
ð3Þ

The diagonal matrix Dii; ðj ¼ iÞ, contains the weight of vertex v ii

DG ¼ Dii ¼
XN
j¼1

Zij ð4Þ

To understand the geometry of power network the graph Lapla-
cian (LG) matrix is defined from (3) and (4). The LG matrix is known
to be symmetric and positive semidefinite [20], and its real eigen-
value defines graph connectivity.

LG ¼ DG � Aij ð5Þ

LG ¼ Lij

if i– j and ði; jÞ 2 V ; �Zij

if i ¼ j; DG

otherwise; 0

8><
>: ð6Þ

The weighted LG matrix (6) has all the off-diagonal entries non
positive and diagonal entries non negative. The sum of matrix ele-
ments in each row is zero. Hence, LG is a positive semidefinite sin-
gular matrix [20] which defines graph connectivity. Authors of [16]
used algebraic connectivity (eigenvalues) of LG matrix for sequen-
tial islanding of power system in order to provide security strategy.

3. Geometry of current flow path

The issues before applying the geometrical approach to power
grid is that the power network should be expressed by such a sim-
ple way as the rate of commodities passing through a node or link.
However, electrical power requires two variables to be identified, a
generalized coordinate (charge) and a generalized force (voltage).
Another challenge is that the electrical power, flows along all
transmission lines from generating source to consuming loads
according to power flow equations. To analyze power flow on
transmission line by geometry of current flow path, it is important
to describe physical topology (line and node connectivity) in terms
of electrical topology (resistive paths between pair of vertices).
These issues are addressed and solved in the literature [5,13], by
introducing the concept of Auxiliary Grid (AG).

3.1. Concept of auxiliary grid

To employ the geometrical concept in the power flow problems,
physical topology of power network is transformed into electrical
topology with the help of spectral graph theory and named as aux-
iliary grid (AG). PG to AG transformation carried in such a way that
the geometry of power flow in the power grid can be concluded
from the geometry of resistive path difference in AG. To achieve
this physical topology of power grid is defined graphically by (LG)
(6). In graph theory for computation of grid connectivity, state of
the art Jacobian methodology is used. However, this methodology
compute only few eigenvalues of LG matrix which do not provide
any insight into the individual path lengths between pair of ver-
tices. To obtain better insights of grid connectivity and explore hid-
den geometry of path between pair of vertices v i;v j the LG matrix
transforms into AG by using Laplacian pseudo inverse (LPI) trans-
formation (Fig. 2). Isomorphism (same number of vertices, edges,
and also the same edge connectivity) between PG to AG is estab-
lished by LPI kernel. The LPI is inverse of LG which is defined
here as Lþ matrix, where each matrix element is represented as
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Fig. 2. Concept of auxiliary grid.
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coordinate point (v i;v j). The LPI, (Lþ) and its matrix elements (line
impedance) explores an n dimensional Euclidean embedding [20]
across the line in AG. LG as well LPI is a connected graph, where
vertices are connected through line impedance hence LPI matrix
can be conveyed in terms of resistance matrix, auxiliary resistive
grid or AG wherein connectivity between vertices defines electrical
topology of AG.

An electrical topology of AG is defined from the Lþ0 matrix. Lþ0
matrix is a sub matrix of Lþ in AG, where the rows and column
of reference vertex v0 considered as zero (Ground). A grid is con-
nected to a reference vertex v0, if there is a path from every node
in the grid to at least one of the reference nodes in v0. Whenever an
effective resistance exists between a pair of vertices and if any of
the vertex connected to the reference vertex (ground), a current
will flow in the AG. Hence Lþ0 is also called as grounded LPI
[13,22] or Kirchoff’s matrix. Consider a six vertices and seven edge
network system. The physical topology and the electrical topology
of the same are shown in Figs. 3 and 4. The physical topology of PG
provides the information of nodes and links connectivity whereas
electrical topology of a network manages the current flow path
between pair of vertices in AG. Based on (3)–(6) the LG is defined
as It is well known that any complex matrix admits a unique
pseudo inverse [20]. The generalized inverse ðLþij Þ of LG matrix of
a connected graph (8) is a real and symmetric. The grounded Lapla-
cian inverse or Kirchoff’s matrix is given in (9).

LG ¼

e1;1 �e1;2 �e1;3 0 0 0
0 e2;2 �e2;3 �e2;4 0 0

�e3;1 �e3;2 e3;3 �e3;4 0 0
0 �e4;2 �e4;3 e4;4 �e4;5 0
0 0 0 �e5;4 e5;5 �e5;6
0 0 0 0 �e6;5 e6;6

2
666666664

3
777777775

ð7Þ
Fig. 3. Physical topology in PG.

Fig. 4. Electrical topology in AG.
Lþij ¼

e1;1 �e1;2 e1;3 �e1;4 e1;5 �e1;6
e2;1 e2;2 e2;3 �e2;4 e2;5 �e2;6
e3;1 e3;2 e3;3 �e3;4 �e3;5 �e3;6
�e4;1 �e4;2 �e4;3 e4;4 e4;5 �e4;6
�e5;1 �e5;2 �e5;3 �e5;4 �e5;5 �e5;6
�e6;1 �e6;2 �e6;3 �e6;4 �e6;5 e6;6

2
666666664

3
777777775

ð8Þ

Lþ0 ¼

0 0 0 0 0 0
0 e2;2 e2;3 �e2;4 e2;5 �e2;6
0 e3;2 e3;3 �e3;4 �e3;5 �e3;6
0 �e4;2 �e4;3 e4;4 e4;5 �e4;6
0 �e5;2 �e5;3 �e5;4 �e5;5 �e5;6
0 �e6;2 �e6;3 �e6;4 �e6;5 e6;6

2
666666664

3
777777775

ð9Þ

As shown in Fig. 4, the geometry of the current flow path can be
analyze with electrical topology of AG. Any topological changes in
PG will change the electrical topology and geometry of current
flow path in AG. Hence, power flow in PG can be estimated with
current flow path in AG. It is now possible to capture the geometry
of the complex power network from AG in terms of distance metric
i.e. effective path distance or effective resistance (Reff ) and eucli-
dean distance between pair of vertices. In the proposed methodol-
ogy changes in power flow on transmission lines due to line
tripping is analyze by observing the changes in Reff between a pair
of vertices in AG or geometry of current flow path. In a dynamic
network, electric current flows through multiple paths. This
excludes the presence of a distinct path or existence of the path
between pair of vertices in the network. The concept of equivalent
or effective resistance makes it possible to determine a distinct
current flow path between pair of nodes by conceptually replacing
the multiple paths between pair of vertices with a single equiva-
lent path i.e. Reff .

3.2. Effective resistance (Reff )

In the literature Reff played an important role in distributed con-
trol and estimation problems with many applications [13,22,23]. In
a connected graph, Reff as shown in Fig. 5 is defined as an equiva-
lent resistance between a pair of vertices v i and v j. According to
Kirchoff’s law at a node current entering into the node is equal to
the current leaving into the node. The Reff between any pair of
nodes v i and v j is computed as;

Reff ðv i;v jÞ ¼ ðLþo Þii þ ðLþo Þjj � ðLþo Þij � ðLþo Þji ð10Þ

where ii and jj are diagonal elements (node impedance corresponds
to reference node) and ij, and ji are off diagonal elements (line
impedance) of the Lþ0 matrix (7). Eq. (10) defines electrical closeness
of two vertices. As PG and AG are undirected graphs hence, for
ij ¼ ji;Reff ðijÞ defined as

Reff ðv i;v jÞ ¼ ðLþo Þii þ ðLþo Þjj � 2ðLþo Þij ð11Þ
The Reff (11) between pair of vertices providing geometry of an

electric path length in the AG, which will be useful for the local
information of network connectivity and current flow path. Reff will
be small when there are parallel paths between pair of vertices.
Fig. 5. Effective resistance between pair of vertices.
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Fig. 6. Geometrical Framework: Flow diagram.
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Any topological changes in PG, such as line tripping will change the
matrix elements of Lþ0 and hence Reff will change. This will change
electrical topology (current flow path) between a pair of vertices in
AG. Line tripping in PG directly impact on the current flow path or
network geometry in AG. Hence, variation of power flow on trans-
mission lines in PG can be analyzed by computing the current flow
paths in AG.

Current flow across pair of vertices in AG obeys the fundamen-
tal Kirchoff laws. Any topological changes will redistribute the cur-
rent among all existing path wherein current flow through all
available paths. However, maximum current flow through the
shortest path. Hence, for analysis of impact of line tripping on
changes in current flow path, a shortest path needs to be accus-
tomed with power system fundamental laws (10) and (11).

3.3. Shortest path resistance (Rsh)

To deploy a metric for current flow analysis in AG assume that
electrical power behaves as a discrete data packet and follows the
shortest or the most efficient path between a source node (gener-
ator bus) to destination nodes (load bus). A Rsh from v i to v j is a
finite sequence of nodes of LG, satisfying v i and v iþ1;2 V for
i ¼ 1;2;3; . . . ;N � 1 when line impedance, Z – 0. According to
nearest node [21], the Rsh from a source node v i to destination node
v j, described in the following manner considering ðv i;v j 2 VÞ, and
i – j

Rsh ¼
X

v i ;v j2V ;i–j

Zijðv i;v iþ1Þ ð12Þ

As given in (12) (Rsh) is defined as the sum of the weights of all
adjacent edges (line impedance) associated with v i to v j which has
to be a minimum path over all paths from node v i to node v j and
satisfy the graph inequality (Rshðv i ;v jÞ 6 Rshðv i ;vnÞ þ Rshðv j ;vnÞ). Power
flow on transmission lines depends on its connectivity between
pair of nodes(buses),hence, Rsh (12) will change with changes in
network topology.

The geometrical concepts (3.1–3.3) have been used in formula-
tion of proposed methodology.

4. Proposed methodology

To analyze changes in power flow on transmission line under
normal to perturbed grid, we assumed grid topological data (off-
line) and real time current flow on transmission line (online PMU
data) to be made available fromWAMs, as shown in Fig. 6. The grid
topological data of power network from WAMS offline data, con-
tains the information of sparsely connected buses and transmis-
sion lines which is unable to describe entire grid connectivity.
The concept of an AG has been used in the proposed methodology
to analyze the impact of line tripping on geometry of current flow
path using PFI and VI index.

4.1. Power Flow Index (PFI)

In a PG, each line has a protection relay to avoid damage due to
line overloading. When a transmission line overloads, an over cur-
rent relay intimates circuit breaker to trip the overloaded line.
Tripping of one line may redistribute load among the neighboring
lines which might overload other lines and initiate cascading.
Hence, grid geometry will change the Reff as well as RshðijÞ between
a pair of vertices. In such a scenario, some performance index has
to be defined which will measure the impact of changes in grid
topology on current flow paths in AG. PFI analyse the line loading
by means of geometry of current flow path in AG and help to clas-
sify underloaded and overloaded line in the grid. Formulation of
PFI is recognized from (11), (12) and [13]. PFI index is defined as
a ratio of the Reff ðijÞ to RshðijÞ between the pair of vertices (buses)
v i and v j.

PFI ¼ Reff ðijÞ
RshðijÞ

ð13Þ

PFI can be visualized by plotting a graph between power flow
index verses transmission lines. Proposing this index allows in-
depth analysis of current flow dynamics from normal to perturbed
grid. According to (11)–(13) PFI can be interpreted as follows;

� Case 1- (PFI < 1): In this scale Reff ðijÞ is small, compared to RshðijÞ
because there are many parallel paths which reduce the Reff

between pair of vertices v i and v j in AG. Hence, in case of line
failure, current can follow alternate paths. Therefore, a power
grid with more parallel paths, has a smaller Reff resistance,
and a relatively more robust power system against cascading
failure. The lines belonging to this zone considered as under-
loaded lines.

� Case 2- (PFI ¼ 1): This scale indicates that Reff is equal to the
analytical Rsh path. This scale determines the normal load flow
limit or threshold of current flow path in AG. Hence, PFI equal
to one is taken as threshold. Transmission lines with
1 P PFI > 0 is considered as underloaded lines.

� Case 3- (PFI > 1): In AG Reff ðijÞ, increases with the decrease in the
number of parallel paths (line outage) between pair of vertices
v i and v j. Hence, PFI increases from threshold. PFI greater than
one indicates increment in Reff ðijÞ in the perturbed grid. PFI scale
in this case is considered as a local maxima scale which indi-
cates the presence of overloaded lines in the network. Tripping
of one line belongs to this scale may overload other lines, create
stress in the power network, initiate cascading link failure, and
may make the power system vulnerable.

PFI index helps in identifying underloaded and overloaded lines
in the grid without using AC or DC load flow equations. The limita-
tion of PFI is that, it does not quantify or measure vulnerability of
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the system for imminent disturbances. It cannot predict probabil-
ity of line tripping and location of critical line or vulnerability cen-
ter of the grid with the knowledge of local graph connectivity. PFI
index will not provide impact of line tripping (under PFI > 1) on
system vulnerability. As (13) measures local connectivity or path
distance not the entire grid connectivity or global path distance.
To overcome these issues, vulnerability index (VI) has been defined
to analyze line performance globally. This will also help in obtain-
ing the location of the vulnerability center or network bottleneck.

4.2. Vulnerability Index (VI)

In the power transmission system (Fig. 1), supply and demand
take place at buses (nodes), but overloading happens in the links.
Hence, it is important to measure line overloading due to variation
in any of the buses directly as well as indirectly (hidden) connected
to that link. Probability of current flow on the line has been mea-
sured by the electric closeness between line and other nodes
(Euclidean embedding around the line), which is defined as dis-
tance metric dðv i;v jÞ in AG (Lþ0 ). The n dimensional Euclidean
embedding defined in (14) and shown in Fig. 7 is a measure of elec-
trical closeness between line v ij and other nodes vn in the AG.

dðv i;v jÞ ¼ ððLþ0 Þin � ðLþ0 ÞjnÞ ð14Þ
The distance metric dðv i;v jÞ geometrically measures n dimen-

sional euclidean embedding around v i;v j. In (14)
n ¼ 1;2;3; . . . ;N � 1 represents nodes (buses) in power grid or
rows and columns of Lþ0 matrix (7). The mean of all n dimensional
euclidean embedding (15) associated with the line ðv iv jÞ provides
the information of the strongest electrical path distance with
respect to the entire grid. Hence, the global path distance has been
defined in (15).

Mijðv iv jÞ ¼ 1
ðN � 1Þ

X
vn

ðdðv i; v jÞÞjn ð15Þ

The mean of euclidean embedding (distance metric) changes
with change in physical topology. Any changes in physical topol-
ogy will also change the electrical topology which will finally
change the n dimensional euclidean embedding (14) and mean
path distance (15) from the base case. To analyze the effect of topo-
logical changes on transmission lines robustness against vulnera-
bility, the grid centrality (maximum embedding across the line)
has been defined globally by replacing the (Reff ðijÞ) of (13) by grid
effective resistance or global distance metric (15) i.e. Mijðv iv jÞ.

Cijðv iv jÞ ¼ 1
ðN � 1ÞRshðijÞ

X
vn

ðdðv i;v jÞÞjn ð16Þ

where Cij measures the center of the grid robustness i.e. maximum
embedding (alternate paths) in terms of global path distance
ðdðv i; v jÞÞjn in AG.

Up to this point, changes in current flow path have been ana-
lyzed and measured purely on topological base. To incorporate line
flow dynamics in vulnerability assessment, real power flow on the
transmission line (online WAMS PMU data) has been taken into
consideration. Multiplication of transmission line actual power
Fig. 7. Euclidean embedding in AG across v i and v j .
with graph centrality (16) will pinpoint the location of network
centrality or robustness center again grid disturbances.

Hence, location of robust line against grid disturbances is mea-
sured by modifying (16) and (17).

Cijðv iv jÞ ¼ 1
ðN � 1ÞRshðijÞ

X
vn

ðdðv i;v jÞjnÞðPijÞðqijÞ ð17Þ

Pij represents real transmission power on the line connected
between a pair of vertices v i and v j. q is line vulnerability risk factor
or tolerance against line fluctuation [5] Line vulnerability risk factor
is assigned to each bus in the power grid as an operation risk factor,
which represents the risk of experiencing power fluctuation in the
bus. It is predefined to decide margin or tolerance limit against
power fluctuations as. Eq. (17) defines the center of grid robustness.
The generalized grid centrality can be measured as,

Cnor
ij ðv i; v jÞ ¼ 1� Cijðv i; v jÞ

max
vmvk

CmkðvmvkÞ

2
4

3
5 ð18Þ

where m and k are the mth row and kth column vector of ðLþ0 Þ
matrix defining the line having maximum embedding within the
same data sample. Eq. (17) provides global information of line con-
nectivity whereas Cnor

ij ðv i;v jÞ in (18) provides the normalized grid
centrality in the scale of zero to one. Evaluation of (18) provides
the information of graph centrality or robustness against vulnera-
bility in transmission system. Since grid vulnerability is the comple-
mentary of the robustness, vulnerability index can be defined as,

VI ¼ 1� Cnor
ij ðv i;v jÞ ð19Þ

Vulnerability increases with the increase in VI. Higher value of
VI indicates more variance from the mean (robustness center) or
closeness towards vulnerability center or network bottleneck.
The impact of line tripping on vulnerability in transmission system
can be analyzed by VI index in the range of zero to one. VI analyze
global path distance and reveals exactly where the bottleneck lies
in the network. As shown in proposed model Fig. 6 and (19), VI
metric has been defined as follows.

� Case 1: (VI ¼ 0) It indicates the graph centrality or robust center
(line) of the power network. Lines under this case are consid-
ered as robust lines. Tripping of robust line, power system can
re-balanced without overloading any other element of the
power network.

� Case 2: (1 > VI > 0) This scale measures the distance from grid
robustness center and consider as a zone having marginally
probable line to trip in the scenario of cascading. Tripping of
line belonging to this zone may overload other lines.

� Case 3: (VI ¼ 1) This case measures the maximum variance
from the robustness center. This indicates the vulnerability cen-
ter. Tripping of this line, several elements such as lines and
transformers may become overloaded. The power system
becomes unstable and may lead to cascade failure. Case 3 indi-
cates the location of vulnerability center.

PFI and VI metrics proposed in this research work analyse line
performance and identify dominant line in the normal to perturbed
grid. Analysis of PFI and VI index, provides the information of local
to global current flow path. A line is said to be critical when a local
overload line becomes global vulnerability center.

Proposed mathematical model has been validated by simulation
and also compared with our earlier probabilistic model. PFI and VI
metrics used only the information of grid topology and the real
power flow on transmission line. Mathematical modelling is vali-
dated by simulation in which analysis is carried-out from normal
to perturbed grid. Disturbance initiated by tripping of one line
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from the base case. The line utilization factor (LUF) has been used
to select a maximum utilized line which can trip in the base case to
initiate disturbances in PG as well as AG. The line utilization factor
(LUF) [7] gives the information of utilization of individual line with
respect to line capacity based on real time power flow on transmis-
sion line.

ðLUFÞij ¼
Pij

Tc
ij

ð20Þ

where Pij is the real power flow on transmission line and Tc
ij is the

rated capacity of the transmission line ij.

5. Validation of proposed methodology

The proposed methodology, shown in Fig. 6, has been imple-
mented on IEEE 30 bus test system using MATLAB and PowerWorld
simulator. As shown in Fig. 8, IEEE 30 bus system [24] consists of
30 buses and 42 transmission lines consisting of 289.1-MW gener-
ation and 283.4-MW load flow capacity.

A topological model (Fig. 9) of IEEE 30 bus system under normal
condition has been developed by allocating generator and load
buses as vertex and transmission lines, transformers as edges.
The numeric value across the link indicates the line impedance.
For verification of the proposed metric, analysis of power flow
has been carried out in two subsections. The first subsection con-
sidered as a base case where all transmission lines are working
under their rated capacity. In the second subsection, vulnerability
of power system has been analyzed under the successive line trip-
ping. The probability of next tripping line has been identified by
the VI index. A line is said to be critical with maximum PFI, and
VI in the same sample. Cascading effect has been initiated by trip-
ping of one line from the Base case of IEEE 30 bus system.

5.1. Base case analysis

At the base case, power flow on transmission lines considered
under their rated capacity. PFI index Vs transmission line number
is plotted in Fig. 10. According to PFI analysis (13), lines L21 and
L40 carry more power and appeared in the local maxima zone.
The VI index (19) for each line is calculated to identify the maxi-
Fig. 8. One line diagram of IEEE
mum loaded line in the grid. The VI graph of the base case is shown
in Fig. 11. Calculated values of PFI and VI for some significant lines
are shown in Table 1.

Analysis of PFI graph (Fig. 10) and Table 1, indicate that the lines
under local maxima scale are lines L21 and L40. Analysis of VI
index resolved that these lines are not critical lines because VI
index of both the lines are 0.73 and 0.25, which is below one. Fur-
ther, the line utilization factor (LUF) of lines L21 and L40, calcu-
lated from (20) and shown in Table 1 is 58% and 20%
respectively. The LUF parameter of line L21 is 58% which is highest
compared to other lines within the same sampled data. The vulner-
ability analysis for this sample instant shows that line L21 carries
more power because its LUF is more but at the same time VI is
below unity which indicates that the line L21 is not a critical line.

As shown in Fig. 11 and Table 1, line L29 has maximum VI, but
this is not a critical line as it is not belong to the local maxima zone.
The L29 identified as a healthy line is verified with the LUF of line
L29 which is (18%) among all the lines. Hence, at the base case
power flow on transmission lines are under there rated capacity.
All the corresponding calculations for PFI, VI and LUF of some sig-
nificant transmission lines are given in Table 1. The probabilistic
analysis [8,9] of the IEEE 30 bus system base case data, also indi-
cates normal Gaussian distribution at base case, which is shown
in Fig. 18.
5.2. Analysis of cascading link failure

In this section PFI and VI measured under perturbed grid. Dis-
turbances in the IEEE 30 bus system is created by tripping of a line
from the base case. Probability of the next tripping line is consid-
ered as a line with maximum VI index. According to base case anal-
ysis from Table 1, line utilization or LUF of line L21 is 58%, which is
highest compared to other lines. Hence line L21 has been tripped to
initiate disturbances in the system.

Tripping of line L21 changed the grid topology, the Rsh (12), and
the Reff (11). The PFI corresponding to each line, is shown in Fig. 12
where lines L22, L29, L33 and line L40 comes under local maxima
zone. The changes in the performance indices after tripping of line
L21, are analyzed and summarized in Table 2 for some significant
lines.
30 bus test power system.
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Fig. 9. Graphical representation of IEEE 30 bus power system.

Fig. 10. PFI of transmission lines in IEEE 30 bus system at base case.

Fig. 11. VI Index of the IEEE 30 bus system at base case.
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Table 1
Geometrical analysis of power flow at base case.

Line Reff Rsh PFI Cnor
ij VI LUF (%)

L7 0.022 0.041 0.53 0.05 0.95 38.88
L10 0.017 0.042 0.41 0.06 0.94 45.62
L21 0.207 0.192 1.08 0.27 0.73 58.78
L29 0.020 0.023 0.64 0.0 1 18.13
L40 0.398 0.200 1.99 0.75 0.25 20

Fig. 12. PFI index after tripping of L21.

Table 2
Geometrical analysis of power flow after tripping of line L21.

Line. Reff Rsh PFI Cnor
ij VI LUF (%)

L7 0.022 0.041 0.53 0.05 0.95 39
L22 0.180 0.171 1.05 0.0 1.0 77
L23 0.022 0.129 0.10 0.09 0.91 54
L29 0.089 0.023 3.78 0.88 0.12 20.3
L33 0.554 0.329 1.68 0.21 0.79 65
L40 0.398 0.200 1.99 0.63 0.37 30.5

Fig. 13. VI index after tripping of L21.
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Analysis of VI index from Fig. 13, indicate that the vulnerability
center of the grid is located at line L22. The power grid vulnerability
center identified by VImetricwith PFI and LUF are shown in Table 2.
VI of L22 is maximum ð1Þ compared to other lines in the same data
samples. Hence, according to proposed methodology, it is con-
firmed that the line L22 is the maximum stressed line and has the
maximum probability to trip, in the scenario of cascading link fail-
ure. Though line L22 is identified as themost probable line to trip in
the scenario of cascading link failure but it is not a critical line
because its PFI value is not maximum among all the lines under
the local maxima zone. As the cascading propagate, more stress is
observed in the system, which is reflected in Fig. 14. Tripping of line
L22 triggered many lines to enter into vulnerability zone and for
some lines, the PFI index has drastically changed from normal zone
to local maxima zone or visa-versa. This indicates stress in the
power grid. The lines in the local maxima zone are shown by circle
marks in Fig. 14. The corresponding PFI, VI, and LUF of some signif-
icant lines are calculated and shown in Table 3.

Under the stressed grid, as shown in VI graph of Fig. 15, VI is
maximum at line L29. Also the PFI of line L29 is highest (11.67)
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Fig. 14. PFI index after tripping of L22.

Table 3
Geometrical analysis of power flow after tripping of line L22.

Line Reff Rsh PFI Cnor
ij VI LUF (%)

L10 0.142 0.042 3.39 0.94 0.06 20.86
L14 0.167 0.110 1.51 0.96 0.04 20
L20 0.294 0.199 1.47 0.94 0.06 53.75
L26 0.166 0.085 1.97 0.95 0.05 18.13
L27 0.127 0.075 1.69 0.05 0.95 29.38
L29 0.276 0.024 11.5 0.0 1 170
L33 0.567 0.329 1.72 0.76 0.24 65.2

Fig. 15. VI index after tripping of L22.

Fig. 16. PFI of normal to perturbed grid.
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among all the local maxima lines. The cause of vulnerability i.e. line
overloading has been checked by means of LUF index in Table 3. In
Table 3, LUF of line L29 is 170%, which is maximum as compared to
other lines. Analysis of this scenario indicates line L29 has maxi-
mum PFI, as well as maximum VI in the same sampled data set.
As PFI as well as VI performance index is maximum at line L29,
hence line L29 is identified as a critical line. The same line tripping
sequence has been analyzed in our earlier probabilistic framework
[9] in which system vulnerability was indicated by the changes in
Fig. 17. VI of normal

Fig. 18. Probabilistic Framework:PDF plots fr

Fig. 19. Geometrical Framework: PFI in
probability distribution curves from Gaussian to non Gaussian in
terms of mean, variance, skewness and Kurtosis. As shown in prob-
ability distribution Fig. 18, at critical line the system parameters
drastically increased i.e. skewness from 0.51 to 1.58. In the geo-
metrical approach the same is reflected by increase in PFI from
(3.78) to (11.67) and VI from 0.12 to 1 for line L29 compared to
previous iteration (see Figs. 16 and 17).

Tripping of this critical line i.e. line L29 (Figs. 19 and 17)
most likely results in the cascade failure. The same is verified on
to pertirbed grid.

om normal to perturbed grid. Source: [9]

dex from normal to perturbed grid.
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PowerWorld simulator, by tripping of line L29 in IEEE 30 bus sys-
tem it resulted in blackout. Proposed PFI and VI indices derived
from the topological data and the real time power flow on trans-
mission line may be a good indicator for analysis and prediction
of critical line in the perturbed power system.
5.3. Verification with probabilistic framework

Results of proposed geometrical framework for vulnerability
analysis and identification of critical line has been verified with
earlier probabilistic framework (Fig. 18). The same cascade link
failure sequence in IEEE 30 bus system was analyzed in [9], using
probabilistic load flow model. Wherein vulnerability in transmis-
sion line was measured from Gaussian to non Gaussian distribu-
tion which is shown in Fig. 18. In both the methodologies
Figs. 18 and 19, 17 the critical line identified was the line L29.
The red color PDF distribution curve in Fig. 18 highlights PDF of
power flow after tripping of L29. The cumulative distribution func-
tion (CDF) approached one, and according to hypothesis testing,
this scenario resulted in blackout. The proposed PFI and VI metrics
have made it possible to physically observe the changes and pre-
dict critical line in power flow on transmission lines from normal
to perturbed grid at the central monitoring station.
6. Conclusions

The hidden geometry of current flow path has been explored for
analysis of vulnerability in power system. The defined PFI, and VI
metrics helped to measure the impact of line tripping on load flow
and identified the critical line in a perturbed grid. Tripping of crit-
ical line grid may lead to cascade failure. Early detection of critical
link can help control system operator to judge the system abnor-
mality and take corrective action. The proposed geometrical
approach reduced computational complexity as it require only
the grid topology and real power flow data. This methodology
can be used to filter credible contingencies before performing a
contingency analysis or to define control allocation to regulate
power transfer over specific corridor. The PFI and VI index mea-
sures criticality of transmission lines which can be utilize in secu-
rity assessment and centralized flow control in future smart grid
wide area monitoring protection and control system.
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